Phonological
rules for a semantics-to-speech system Segmental-phonological rules are constructed for the phonological component of a semantics-to-speech system of Japanese in a quest for phonetic form generation process to be incorporated into indispensable knowledge for attaining high quality speech syn thesisfrom concept. Through observation of nonmoraic lexical base forms obtaining moraicity on the phonological surface, it is shown that the quintessential mission of the segmental phonology of Japanese lies in preservation of mora structure. The seg mentalrules are classified into three groups:cyclic and noncyclic segmental-phonological rules, and noncyclic phonetic rules, among which mora-preserving rules are concentrated in the cyclic rule class.
INTRODUCTION
Initial input data supplied to a speech synthesisby-rule system can either be a written text, as in a text-to-speech system, 1, 2) or a semantic representa tionof intention of utterance as in a system often referred to as speech synthesis from concept. [3] [4] [5] With their technological significances resting on their applications, the former does not necessarily reflect the speech production processes on its letterto-sound conversion rules. Meanwhile, realization of the latter encounters the need for inclusion of intrinsic functions of human processing in the rule expressions. In our efforts in the semantics-tospeech system of Japanese 8,7) the system is divided into three major parts with consistent adherence to linguistic processes:(1) the syntactic component that, with a set of conceptural fragments, creates a structure of a sentence, (2) the phonological com ponentgenerating a sequence of discrete sounds in the form of phonetic symbols, and finally (3) the synthesizer component that renders physical speech. The entire system is realized in the serial connection of these components in this order. The purpose of this paper is firstly to prepare a morphological framework for construction of this phonological component and secondly to build, on that ground, a set of segmental-phological rules by granting them a role of generation/preservation of mora structure conspicuous on the phonological surface of Japanese speech. The results show that the mora preserva tionfunction is solely carried by cyclic segmental rules, whereas other rule tiers take care of other phases of phonological phenomena.
Although there are a number of descriptions of segmental phonology of Japanese, 8, 9) they lack the idea of independence of the grammatical com ponents,which resulted in confused reference to syntactic and morphological information when describing the domains of phonological rule applica tion.Moreover, this may lead to a fatal drawback in the design of a technologically feasible rule-con trolledsystem because modularization of the parts and strict definition of their roles based on linguistic motivations are indispensable for maintenance and improvement of the rules. A successfully modu larizedsystem, on the contrary, would yield im measurablemerits to rule management through structural transparency brought into the rule system.
For producing a sentence generative-grammarians set up two distinct syntactic trees that are semanti callyequivalent:the deep and surface structures.
The latter is derived from the former by cyclically applying syntactic rules to the tree starting from the deepest branches up to the root. 10) The cyclic application principle has found itself to be valid not only in syntax, but also in phonology which accepts as its input a sentence structure accom panyinglexical information. English stress assign ment 11)is, for instance, one of the most successful exploitations utilizing the idea. We reveal that this principle also works both for word formation rules and for mora-preserving segmental-phonological rules in Japanese morphophonology.
Many authors have traditionally referred to the mora as a basic unit that controls phonological phenomena of Japanese. 9,12) We claim, however, that adopting a certain inflectional-morphological model of the verbals, simple and systematic descrip tionis also possible without hypothesizing the mora. 13) Namely, this model will enable us to claim that the mora structure becomes firmly es tablishedfor the first time on the phonological sur face,and that Japanese phonology bears this role of mora generation and preservation by utilizing cyclic segmental rules. 14) Specifically, this mora preservingmanipulation takes place syntactically in the domain of a predicate phrase, where the mora constraints on each morphemes are not guaranteed. Thus, we start by giving lexical definitions to the morphemes based on the following recognition:
lexical base forms without moraicity vs. phonological surface forms with it, and presence of cyclic seg mental-phonological rules handling mora forma tion.
MORPHOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
The sentence generator of a semantics-to-speech system of Japanese includes attachment of suffixes related to case, mood, tense, etc. to the content words obtained in the dictionary lookup for nominals and verbals specified in the semantic rep resentation.Phonology is then there to derive phonologically valid forms from the sequence of lexical morphemes the generator renders.
The most impressive of the characteristics on the phonological surface of Japanese is the mora constraint that the string must be a sequence of moras. This section prepares morphological environment for proper functioning of the phonological rules to be dis cussedin Sec. 3.
Preliminary Considerations
Japanese is a rigid verb-final language where the verb phrase is fixed to the rightmost end of a sen tenceand the other phrasal elements, most im portantlypostpositional phrases, are located to its left with their mutual order rather loosely defined. Segmental-phonologically viewed, a postpositional phrase maintains throughout the morphophonolog icalderivation original moraicity guaranteed for the lexical forms. On the other hand, for a verb/ adjective phrase (a predicate phrase, hereafter) morphophonological alteration due to inflections is frequent in such a way as to ignore the moraic order of the segmental constituents. The internal struc tureof a predicate phrase is that the verb/adjective stem and the tense suffix stay at the left-and right mostpositions, respectively, with auxiliaries of cause, volition, aspect etc. located in between and agglutinated to the stem; it is possible to make a nonmoraic construction of a stem morpheme of a verbal and to create moraicity in phonology. Name ly,it is possible to state that the phonological rules are so intended as to generate the phonological surface never failing to realize moraicity on it. We enforce this implication on the following grounds:
(a) concatenation of morphemes in a predicate phrase can be generalized by the concept of recursive stem-suffix compounding, (b) inflectional-mor phologicalbehavior can thus be separated from phonology, expressed in word formation rules, and at the same time included in the same domain of cyclic rule application, (c) the segmental phonology can now be regarded as a working field for mora preservation, and finally (d) as a result, it becomes easy to find morphophonological significance of individual cyclic rules. While (c) and (d) will be discussed in depth in Sec. 3., respectively, pre liminaryaccount is given here for (a) and (b).
Morphemes are classified into two major classes: (1) lexical morphemes like nouns, verbs and adjec tivesthat can represent the semantics of the task domain, and (2) grammatical morphemes like auxiliaries and suffixes that signifies propositional nature and grammatical relations. Derivation of a phrase is in fact concatenation of morphemes viewed 
begin to take' take VerStem-InitiativeVerbSuffixVerbPresentTenseSuffix (2b) Seemingly mora-preserving vowel insertion as in (la) and (2a) are altogether treated by a vowel inser tionrule in the literature.8,9,12) But there are cases where vowel insertion does not occur even though in an environment phonologically equivalent to (la) as in kat-ta kat-ta (3a)
won'
win VerStem-VerbPastTenseSuffix (3b) in which case the last/t/in the first syllable is morai- 
readVervStem-DesirativeAdjSuffix-NegativeAdjSuffix-becomeVerbStem-DurativeVerbStemPastTenseSuffix (5b) The stem and suffixal elements being agglutinated and functioning as a predicate with the inflection rep resentedby that of the rightmost one, we call this chunk of adjoined morphemes a compound predi cate,and define verbal compounding more precisely in what follows. Using information included in the syntactic tree, morphophonology supplies the bold facedmorphemes in the right ride of (5a) and produces such an output from itself. This insertive action is a morphophonological effect of verbal compound ing,which takes place recursively as in (5) by re gardinga stem plus a suffix as a stem of an upper level. In each level it never fails to happen that the inflectional form of a stem is determined by request of the suffix on the right. Verbal compounding is a powerful morphological tool that enables the gram marto express aspect, mood, voice, negation, volition, etc. for semantic and logical complexity and subtlety. As partly illustrated in (5), there are morphologically three possible means for compounding the verbals; they are stem-, gerundive, and infinitival compound ings,as shown in Fig. 1 . It is a classification ac cordingto the inflectional form of V, required by V2 in the compound verb Vi V2. For example, sup posingV2 is a negative adjective {na}, this {na} would lexically require a stem form of V, if it is a verb, and an infinitive if it is an adjective. Inser tionof /a/ in /kak-a-na/ 'read-Negative' is a purely phonological behavior of mora generation, and ac cordinglyit should be /kak-na/ morphologically, as shown in Fig. 1 . This insertion we will discuss in detail in the rule description in Sec. 3.
Word Formation Rules
While conceptual fragments corresponding to tense, mood, etc. contained in the semantics of a sentence can obtain their morphological counter partsin lexical insertion, the gerundive and infiniti valsuffixes that work as compounding connectors as in (1a), (2a), (4a) and (5a) is left unspecified by the upper level models and must, therefore, be treat edin the phonetic form generation stage. The im plicationof Sec. 2.2 pertaining to this fact is that the lexical entry of an auxiliary must bear informa tionon its domination over the morpheme to its left because it never fails to require a certain inflectional form of the verbal that comes to the immediate left of itself. This leads to the argument that prepro cessingas expressed in the following word formation rules is needed to elucidate suffix insertion using the information lexically provided. With V2 com poundedto the right of V1, the word formation rules state:
Infinitive suffix affixation (ISA): (6) Stem-Compounding If V2 is infinitive-affixing in the verbal compounding of V1 and V2, and if V1 is a verb, then insert the verbal infinitive suffix/i/between them, or if V1 is an adjective, then insert the adjectival infinitive suffix/ku/ between them. Gerundive suffixaffixation (GSA): (7) If V2 is gerund-affixing in the verbal compounding of V1 and V2, and if V1 is a verb, then insert the verbal gerund suffix/te/between them, or if V1 is an adjective, then insert the adjectival gerund suffix/kute/between them. Rules (6) and (7) explicate why different phenomena can take place in the phonologically equivalent en vironments;morphosyntactic context forces (6) to apply to (1) before applying all the phonological rules, whereas (3) does not satisfy the conditions for (6)- (7) . The environmental setting is so done as to make (7) applicable to (4) .
For appropriate derivation these word formation rules must be placed before all the segmental phonologicalrules and applied in the same domain of cyclicity. 14)
SEGMENTAL-PHONOLOGICAL RULES
Segmental-phonological rules are categorized into two major classes:(1) cyclic rules that apply cyclically within the domain dominated by a node of a tree with a syntactic category label, and (2) noncyclic rules that scan a one-dimensional string of phonetic symbols and apply whenever the environments are satisfied. In what follows we present the rules in the order of application.
Cyclic Segmental-phonological Rules
The structure to which cyclic rules are applied is a syntactic tree with lexical morphemes inserted in the slots for leaves. Briefly put, the following procedures are taken to map a two-dimensional tree to a one dimensionalstring of phonological symbols; a syn tacticstructure rendered by the sentence genera tor 7,17)is typically a left-branching binary tree. Firstly, the two adjacent morphemes hanging on to the lowermost branches and sharing the node of the branches are concatenated, thus producing a newly synthesized word, which, as opposed to a lexical stem, we call a derived stem indicating that this con catenationalways occurs between a stem on the right and a suffix on the left producing a derived mor phemethat again acts as a stem on the upper level of the tree. Now at this time point, the branches are pruned with this derived stem raised to what is now the tip of the branch which has been supporting the node for the morpheme pair before the pruning takes place. This pruning and raising is repeated until the recursively derived stem reaches either the root or a node with a specific category label. The period of a single pruning/raising is called a cycle. Cyclic rules are applied whenever, in a specific cycle, contextual conditions are met when concatenating a stem-suffix pair. Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the semantics-to speechsystem we use for rule application experi ments6,6,16);the upper half of the phonological processor part gives an idea of how the rule appli cationmechanism works; the cyclic rules given in the following are placed immediately behind the word formation rules (6)- (7) and, together with them, applied in the same domain of cyclicity in the order of description below. Concerning formality of segment manipulation, word formation and cyclic phonological rules do not differ from each other in what these two sets of rules do difference lies in contextual description where the former depicts morphological conditions and the latter only refers to purely segmental-phonological environments for the segment in question.
In this paper we deal with the case where a sentence is a series of phonetic forms that are delimited on a phrasal level with the maximum domain of rule application being a phrase. A typical phrase con sistsof a lexical stem on the left, to the right of which grammatical suffixes are adjoined consecutively as in (5) . To formalize this, a phrase has a structure to be derived by the rewrite rule H H T 
